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A Brief History

Ötzi
China

Barbaric practice

Used to mark criminals
Europe
Europe
Great Britain
Mid 18th Century

James Cook
Brought back a tattooed native
His crew returned with tattoos
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Spiritual | Caste | Punishment
---------|-------|---------
Japan    | Polynesia | India
Egypt    | Persia  | North America
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‘50s–‘60s, started becoming common among general population

2012, 23% women and 19% men have tattoos in the US
How are they made?
Traditional
Modern
The tattoo needle must go through several layers of skin before reaching the dermis.
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Tattoo Removal
Questions I get
(Or I expect)
Will you colour it?
Did it hurt?
How much did it cost?
Can I touch it?
What is it?
What does it mean?